
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM MUSIC

90 Writing Across the Curriculum. Reading Music course for non-majors writes: I' m very interested in students
experiencing the perfor- mance of live music (from.

The Use of Journals Many teachers have also found journal writing, typically ungraded and not polished, to be
useful. One challenge for music educators is that we teach the reading and writing of both text and musical
symbols. The Use of Learning Logs Like journals, learning logs are typically done in class and not graded.
The Activities But what do you do if you don't have a lot of knowledge about music? Consider your typical
band or orchestra student and how they articulate their ideas about the music they are performing. Question to
consider: Are the included assessments varied and do they measure the standard s selected? Next, assign
students to choose their own musical artist to interview and profile. This is now officially one fewer
guaranteed platform â€” which, yes, should be open to many genres â€” for noncommercial work, which
scrapes by on grants, fellowships, commissions and, yes, awards. Share This Story. In this lesson, students
read Times reviews and heed advice from Times critics to write their own. Literacy is one such thing. Do Your
Research: To learn more about the artist you selected to interview, do an in-depth study of several song lyrics
or an album, read published interviews with the artist, watch a video or listen to radio interviews to see how
the artist speaks. Sometimes you can use an image stuck in the middle of a Powerpoint slide, but music works
beautifully as well, flicking the groggy brain into wakefulness. All of these activities lend themselves to
in-class discussion or further development if desired. We like to include a survey link so that teachers can
share what they love and what they wish was different. Christenbury identifies several different types of
journals which may be used with students in order to increase fluency as well as work with course material:
Personal journals which tend to be introspective Writer's journals where students can record snippets of
writing or writing ideas Dialogue journals written on one side of the page with space left on the back for
another student or the teacher to write back. Parents, and even our students, will value their musical
experience if we broaden their musical education through a comprehensive curriculum that includes literacy
experiences. In our case, we actually framed our elementary curriculum supplement around the artistic periods
from prehistoric art to contemporary art. Zemelman and Daniels recommend that teachers consider three
things when creating these kinds of response activities: What are the key ideas or concepts for students to
think about? You can use these as a basic outline, or your can do something totally different. These topics
provide us with a lot of flexibility within the context of our curriculum. Everyone seems to have an opinion on
what to include and what to leave out. Here are eight ways to use music for this: 1 Songs to Teach Academic
Vocabulary Using music as an aid in memorization is just plain smart. Question to Consider: How can we
organize this curriculum to fully address our content? Write the lessons to provide a comprehensive student
learning experience. They can read winning reviews from past years here. Alternatively, you could role-play
the interview in partners, where one person is the interviewer and the other is the artist. How do they open and
close each episode? Exercise 8: Weigh in on the latest criticisms, trends and news in music. Question to
Consider: Does this design accurately and clearly reflect the learning intentions for our students? This will
lead to a curriculum that is disjointed and can lead to big gaps. What visual images come to mind? Example In
Instrumental Music III, students complete a "sensual description" activity to help them listen closely when
being introduced to a composition before they sight read it the focus of this activity is to engage the musicians
as careful listeners rather than stressing strict sight reading skills. Most people think of reading and reading
comprehension with the topic of literacy. Our colleagues in other disciplines will respect music education if
music educators can demonstrate how a music class includes such a topic as literacy. For example, students
learn the vocabulary of slur, staccato, accent, marcato, etc. Is it a place that cares about their interests and
challenges them to appreciate others' interests? I dare you to be asleep or disinterested in anything for at least a
full hour after hearing that song. Without identifying the composition by name, the band director instructs
students to close their eyes and listen to the piece one time through.


